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ABSTRACT
High-resolution mid-infrared spectra are presented for 155 nuclear and extranuclear regions from the Spitzer
Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey (SINGS). The fluxes for nine atomic forbidden and three molecular hydrogen
mid-infrared emission lines are also provided, along with upper limits in key lines for infrared-faint targets.
The SINGS sample shows a wide range in the ratio of [S iii] 18.71 μm/[S iii] 33.48 μm, but the average
ratio of the ensemble indicates a typical interstellar electron density of 300–400 cm−3 on ∼23′′ × 15′′ scales
and 500–600 cm−3 using ∼11′′ × 9′′ apertures, independent of whether the region probed is a star-forming
nuclear, a star-forming extranuclear, or an active galactic nuclei (AGN) environment. Evidence is provided that
variations in gas-phase metallicity play an important role in driving variations in radiation field hardness, as
indicated by [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm, for regions powered by star formation. Conversely, the radiation
hardness for galaxy nuclei powered by accretion around a massive black hole is independent of metal abundance.
Furthermore, for metal-rich environments AGN are distinguishable from star-forming regions by significantly
larger [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm ratios. Finally, [Fe ii] 25.99 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm versus [Si ii]
34.82 μm/[S iii] 33.48 μm also provides an empirical method for discerning AGN from normal star-forming
sources. However, similar to [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm, these mid-infrared line ratios lose their
AGN/star-formation diagnostic powers for very low metallicity star-forming systems with hard radiation fields.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Spitzer Space Telescope has pushed extragalactic infrared
spectroscopy into new territory. Spitzer observations of silicate
emission and absorption in Types 1 and 2 Seyferts, respectively,
have provided strong support for the unification model for
active galactic nucleus (AGN) galaxies (Sturm et al. 2005;
Siebenmorgen et al. 2005; Hao et al. 2005). Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) can now be detected and used as redshift
indicators for dusty systems at high redshifts (Yan et al. 2005;
Weedman et al. 2006a; Teplitz et al. 2007; Valiante et al. 2007).
Spectroscopy from Spitzer has led to the improvement of mid-
infrared diagnostics that characterize and distinguish among
ULIRGs, AGN, and star-forming galaxies (Sturm et al. 2006;
Weedman et al. 2006b; Dale et al. 2006; O’Halloran et al.
2006; Brandl et al. 2006; Spoon et al. 2007; Armus et al. 2007;
Dudik et al. 2007; Hunter & Kaufman 2007; Farrah et al. 2007;
Sajina et al. 2007, 2008). Galaxies of low metal abundances
exhibit interesting mid-infrared spectral properties as observed
by Spitzer, properties that are attributed to some combination of
the inhibition of PAH formation in regions of low metallicity and
PAH destruction due to the hard radiation fields present in such
systems (e.g., Engelbracht et al. 2005; Cannon et al. 2006; Wu
et al. 2006; Engelbracht et al. 2008; Gordon et al. 2008). H2 lines
have been used to trace shocks and the excitation temperatures
and masses of warm molecular hydrogen in galaxies (Devost
et al. 2004; Higdon et al. 2006; Appleton et al. 2006; Johnstone
et al. 2007; Brunner et al. 2008). Another interesting result
from Spitzer is that many elliptical galaxies show unusual mid-
infrared spectra (Kaneda et al. 2005; Bregman et al. 2006;
Kaneda et al. 2008) that may be related to the presence of
X-ray emission from low-luminosity AGN. Smith et al. (2007a)
suggest that the quiescent environments within ellipticals offer
favorable conditions in which to observe these unusual spectra,
since the mid-infrared spectra are not dominated by the effects
of star formation typically seen in spiral and irregular galaxies.
The Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey, or SINGS,
legacy project obtained a comprehensive spectral database
for a large sample of nearby galaxies, and there have been
several studies published based on SINGS spectroscopy. Smith
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et al. (2004) present first results from science validation galaxy
NGC 7331, including one of the first reports of the new
PAH complex near 17 μm. Engelbracht et al. (2006), Bendo
et al. (2006), and Cannon et al. (2006) explore the strength
of the PAH features in different regions of NGC 3034 (M
82), NGC 4594 (M 104), and NGC 1705, respectively. Dale
et al. (2006) use SINGS high-resolution spectroscopy for 50
nuclear and 26 extranuclear regions to quantify the power
of mid-infrared line diagnostics for distinguishing between
star-forming and AGN environments. Roussel et al. (2006)
study silicate, PAH, and H2 emission in the opaque nascent
starburst NGC 1377. Smith et al. (2007a) quantify the energy
budget and variations of PAH emission for 59 SINGS nuclei
utilizing 5–38 μm low-resolution spectra. Roussel et al. (2007)
study the physical conditions within 57 SINGS nuclei using
low and high-resolution spectroscopy on H2 lines and [Si ii]
34.82 μm. Engelbracht et al. (2009) use 20–95 μm low-
resolution IRS + MIPS SED spectra for 56 SINGS galaxies
to compute dust temperatures and the wavelengths at which
the mid/far-infrared significantly deviates from a blackbody.
Buckalew et al. (2009) study the impact of ionizing radiation
from stellar clusters on the mid-infrared spectra from SINGS
extranuclear targets. Finally, Bot et al. (2009) analyze low-
resolution Ne, Ar, and S spectral lines from 45 SINGS nuclei to
determine the feasibility of constraining elemental abundances
using infrared spectroscopy.
Though there are numerous SINGS papers involving infrared
spectroscopy, none has provided the complete set of aperture-
matched high-resolution spectroscopy data. Here we present
the full compilation of the SINGS high-resolution spectral data
set for 88 extranuclear regions and the 67 nuclei with high-
resolution spectral data. The data from separate 10–19 μm
and 19–37 μm instrument modules are extracted from match-
ing 23′′×15′′ apertures (or 31′′×27′′ apertures in the case of
nine nuclei with extended circumnuclear emission). The re-
sults presented here focus on the applications and interpreta-
tions of mid-infrared line ratios. Compared to previous mid-
infrared spectral surveys carried out with the Infrared Space
Observatory (ISO; e.g., Thornley et al. 2000; Sturm et al. 2002;
Martı´n-Herna´ndez et al. 2002; Rigopoulou et al. 2002; Vermeij
et al. 2002; Verma et al. 2003), Spitzer/SINGS offers superior
sensitivity, and this is the main advantage exploited in this work.
Section 2 describes the sample, Section 3 presents the data, and
Section 4 provides the results from this study. Section 5 sum-
marizes our findings.
2. THE SAMPLE
The typical distance for SINGS galaxies is ∼10 Mpc, and
the distances range from the Local Group out to ∼25 Mpc.
The sample spans a wide range of environments and galaxies:
low-metallicity dwarfs, quiescent ellipticals, dusty grand design
spirals, Seyferts, LINERs, and normal galaxies with starburst-
ing nuclei; and systems within the Local and M81 Groups (see
Kennicutt et al. 2003). However, no SINGS galaxies are excep-
tionally bright (LFIR < 1011L in all cases) and none harbors
an AGN that dominates the overall luminosity.
The AGN/star-forming nuclear classifications adopted here
are based on the optical spectroscopy described in Moustakas
et al. (2009). In that work, three sets of spectroscopic aper-
tures centered on the galaxies were used that covered varying
fractions of the integrated B-band light: nuclear ∼2.′′5 × 2.′′5
observations (covering between 0.2% and 1% of the optical
emission), circumnuclear 20′′ × 20′′ observations (3%–40%),
and ∼1′ wide long-slit drift scan observations (30%–100%).
Though no SINGS AGN dominate the integrated light of the
host galaxy—less than 1% of the total optical emission stems
from the central 2.′′5 × 2.′′5—the AGN can be energetically sig-
nificant on the smaller scales studied here. For example, only
14% of the nuclei classified as AGN on 2.′′5 × 2.′′5 scales switch
to the star-forming category when the classifications are carried
out on 20′′×20′′ scales. More details on the nuclear classifi-
cations of SINGS galaxies can be found in Moustakas et al.
(2009).
Though the full SINGS sample comprises of 75 galaxies,
high-resolution infrared spectroscopy was obtained for only 67
nuclei. The nuclei for Holmberg I, Holmberg II, M81 Dwarf
A, M 81 Dwarf B, DDO 154, IC 2574, and NGC 6822 were
deemed too faint in the mid-infrared to merit high-resolution
spectral observations. In addition, the nucleus of NGC 3034 (M
82) was reserved by a Guaranteed Time Observer spectroscopy
program (Beira˜o et al. 2008).
There are a total of 88 extranuclear sources targeted for
spectroscopy in the SINGS project, and results from all of them
are presented here. Thirty-nine of these targets were selected
based on optical criteria (Kennicutt et al. 2003), while the
remaining 49 targets were selected to span a range in infrared
properties. The optically selected OB/H II regions cover a large
range of metallicity, ranging from one-tenth solar to a few times
solar, extinction-corrected ionizing luminosity (1049 − 1052
photons s−1), extinction (AV  4 mag), radiation field intensity
(100-fold range), ionizing stellar temperature (Teff = 35 − 55
kK), and local H2/H I ratio as inferred from CO (<0.1 to >10).
The infrared-selected extranuclear targets were chosen to span
a range in fν(8.0 μm)/fν(24 μm) and f(Hα)/fν(8.0 μm). These
selection criteria ensured that our observations covered the full
range of physical conditions and spectral characteristics found
in (bright) infrared sources in nearby galaxies.
3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING
High-resolution spectroscopy (R ∼ 600) was obtained in the
Short-High (10–19 μm) and Long-High (19–37 μm) modules
(Houck et al. 2004). Figure 1 displays examples of the gen-
eral scheme followed for high-resolution spectral observations.
High-resolution spectroscopy targets were generally mapped
with a 3×5 grid in both the Short-High and Long-High mod-
ules, utilizing half-slit width and half-slit length steps. This
observational scheme allows for significant data redundancy at
each sky position, an important factor if large numbers of bad
pixels need to be masked during the construction of the cubes
described below. Owing to the different angular sizes subtended
by the instruments, the resulting maps are approximately 45′′ ×
33′′ in Long-High and 23′′×15′′ in Short-High. This mapping
scheme made it possible to measure line fluxes with common
effective aperture sizes, despite the fourfold change in spatial
resolution over the spectral range of our observations. Slightly
larger Short-High nuclear maps were obtained for a subset of
nine sources with extended circumnuclear star formation: NGC
1097, NGC 1482, NGC 1512, NGC 1705, NGC 3351, NGC
4321, NGC 4536, NGC 6946, and NGC 7552. The nine ex-
panded Short-High nuclear maps utilize a 6×10 observational
pointing grid and thus span 40′′×28′′. All integrations are 60
s pointing−1. The effective integrations are longer since each
location was observed 2–4 times.
The individual data files for a given spectral map were as-
sembled into spectral cubes using the software CUBISM (Smith
et al. 2007b). The cube input data were preprocessed using the
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Figure 1. Examples of IRS high-resolution mapping footprints overlaid onto an 8 μm image of NGC 4321. Short-High mapping is shown in blue and Long-High
mapping is portrayed in red. Most Short-High and Long-High SINGS maps are carried out over a 3 × 5 pointing grid, though NGC 4321 is one of nine galaxies where
an expanded 6 × 10 grid for Short-High was carried out on the nucleus to better encompass extended circumnuclear emission.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
latest versions of the Spitzer Science Center pipeline: S15.3
for Short-High and S17.2 for Long-High. The S17.2 Long-
High data include improved corrections for the order-to-order
continuum tilts that are present in the S15.3 Long-High data.
As no sky observations were obtained at high spectral resolu-
tion, the high-resolution spectra are not sky subtracted. Vari-
ous processing steps within CUBISM are described by Smith
et al. (2007b). One-dimensional spectra were extracted from
most of the Short-High and Long-High data cubes using match-
ing ∼23′′ × 15′′ apertures. For the nine galaxies with extended
Short-High maps described above, the extraction apertures are
∼31′′× 27′′. In terms of physical scales, the projected areal
coverage of the extractions spans the range 0.002–11 kpc2 with
a sample median of 0.48 kpc2.14 The extraction centers and
projected areas are listed in Table 1. Figure 2 shows all the
high-resolution spectra for the 67 nuclear and 88 extranuclear
regions observed.15
Emission line fluxes are derived from continuum-subtracted
Gaussian fits to the lines and first- or second-order polyno-
mial fits to the continua; second-order continuum fits are used
for cases like [Ne ii]12.81 μm, which is blended with a PAH
emission feature. Based on extrapolations from the 19–31 μm
continuum, the pipeline corrections for the order-to-order con-
tinuum tilts mentioned above appear to be overestimated for
the longest two wavelength (λ  31 μm) orders in S17.2 data.
Hence, our emission line flux estimates for [S iii] 33.48 μm,
and [Si ii] 34.82 μm are averaged from the S15.3 and S17.2
pipelines. These S15.3/S17.2 average line fluxes deviate by
14 The distances in the SINGS sample span a factor of ∼50 and the high-
resolution spectral maps are relatively small, so it is difficult to carry out
interesting, sample-wide analyses of the high-resolution spectral maps that
utilize apertures matched in physical size.
15 SINGS data, including these spectra, are found at
http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/legacy/singshistory.html.
∼8% and 1.5%, respectively, from the individual S15.3 and
S17.3 pipeline extractions. The emission line fluxes are listed
in Tables 1 and 2 along with 3σ upper limits for nondetec-
tions in several key lines. Upper limits are based on the spectral
resolution Δλ of the high-resolution spectrometer and the rms
variations in the flux density of the local continuum:
f (3σ ) = 3fλ(rms)Δλ = 3fλ(rms)λ/600. (1)
It is occasionally difficult to assess from the one-dimensional
spectra alone whether or not a faint line is detected. The fully
processed two-dimensional spectra were thus inspected within
CUBISM to verify each detection and each nondetection.
Several cross-checks on the flux calibration were made
between data from the various IRS modules and Spitzer imaging
data at 8.0 and 24 μm and ISO imaging data at 6.75 and
15 μm. The cross-checks were carried out by comparing
the broadband imaging flux densities to the corresponding
simulated values obtained by integrating under the spectra
weighted according to the imaging filter bandpass profiles. The
absolute flux calibration uncertainty for the spectral data is
estimated to be 25% (1σ ); the uncertainty in line flux ratios
is ∼10% (see also the SINGS Fifth Data Release document at
http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/legacy/singshistory.html).
4. RESULTS
4.1. Nuclear and Extranuclear Mid-Infrared Spectra
Figure 2 displays all 155 10–37 μm high-resolution spectra
for the SINGS sample. The continuum levels observed by the
separate Short-High (10–19 μm) and Long-High (19–37 μm)
modules were not adjusted to be equal, but they do roughly
match each other in most cases. The agreement between Short-
High and Long-High at ∼19.3 μm is within 0.5 ×10−6 W m−2
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Table 1
Nuclear and Extranuclear Emission Line Fluxes: Molecular Hydrogen
Target α0 δ0 Projected H2S(2) H2S(1) H2S(0)
(J2000.0) Area 12.28 μm 17.04 μm 28.22 μm
(kpc2) 1682 K 1015 K 510 K
NGC 0024 000956.3 −245750 0.427 · · · 0.82 ± 0.42 0.94 ± 0.22
NGC 0337 005950.0 −073441 3.975 · · · 2.95 ± 0.53 1.86 ± 0.49
NGC 0584a 013120.7 −065204 3.154 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 0628 013641.7 +154701 0.463 · · · 2.18 ± 0.53 0.91 ± 0.27
NGC 0855 021403.6 +275239 0.721 · · · 2.71 ± 1.16 · · ·
NGC 0925 022717.1 +333445 0.660 · · · 1.65 ± 0.47 0.63 ± 0.14
NGC 1097ab 024619.0 −301629 5.732 19.99 ± 1.66 43.10 ± 0.81 12.72 ± 3.76
NGC 1266a 031600.7 −022538 7.144 17.34 ± 0.86 21.76 ± 0.71 · · ·
NGC 1291a 031718.6 −410629 0.928 1.50 ± 0.44 5.01 ± 0.62 1.15 ± 0.26
NGC 1316a 032241.7 −371230 4.686 2.84 ± 0.54 6.09 ± 0.59 · · ·
Notes.
Fluxes and their statistical uncertainties are listed in units of 10−9 W m−2 sr−1. Calibration uncertainties are an additional ∼25%. The nuclear targets
are listed first followed by the extranuclear targets.
The nuclei for eight SINGS galaxies are not listed in this table. No high-resolution infrared spectral data were taken for the optical centers of Holmberg I, Holmberg
II, M 81 Dwarf A, M 81 Dwarf B, IC 2574, DDO 154, NGC 3034 (M 82), and NGC 6822.
a Considered to harbor an AGN, based on optical spectroscopy (Moustakas et al. 2009).
b The Short-High maps are 45′′× 33′′ instead of the standard ∼23′′×15′′.
c The infrared emission peaks outside of the field of view of the nuclear spectral maps. The infrared center was thus observed as an extranuclear target, and the
data from those observations are listed further down the table.
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form in the online journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.)
sr−1 for 95% of the cases. Expressed relative to the continuum
levels, ∼95% of the Short-High and Long-High spectra match
to within 33%; only 5% of the Short-High and Long-High data
have significant amplitude mismatches relative to the continuum
level, and in each of these cases the large relative discrepancy is
due to a weak continuum. For many of the faintest galaxies, the
Long-High continuum slopes downward for longer wavelengths
(e.g., NGC 1404). In these cases, we see the effects of foreground
zodiacal emission, not emission from the target galaxy, since we
have not sky subtracted the high-resolution spectra.
The strongest features in these spectra are typically the 11.3,
12.7, and 17 μm PAH complexes (see Smith et al. 2007a) and the
[Ne ii] 12.81 μm, [Ne iii] 15.56 μm, [S iii] 18.71 μm, [Fe ii]
25.99 μm, [S iii] 33.48 μm, and [Si ii] 34.82 μm emission lines.
Weaker or more variable features include the higher ionization
forbidden lines [S iv] 10.51 μm, [Ne v] 14.32 μm, and [O IV]
25.89 μm, and the molecular hydrogen lines at 12.28, 17.04,
and 28.22 μm. The ν = 0 − 0S(0), S(1), and S(2) molecular
hydrogen lines from SINGS were studied in detail by Roussel
et al. (2007), and one of the main results from that work is the
discovery of a tight link between the H2 line intensities and the
PAH emission, over a large range in radiation field intensities
(see also Rigopoulou et al. 2002).
Figure 3 shows many of the above mid-infrared emission
features over smaller wavelength ranges for the bright nucleus
of NGC 5194 (M 51). Much of the infrared fine structure
line emission from the SINGS sample derives from nebular
lines from H ii regions. However, there are several exceptions.
[Si ii] 34.82 μm, for example, comes from a wider variety of
environments, including both ionized gas and warm atomic gas
such as photodissociation regions and X-ray dominated regions
(e.g., Hollenbach & Tielens 1999). The spatial variability of
[Si ii] 34.82 μm will be explored in a future paper using the
much more spatially extensive SINGS low-resolution spectral
maps. Iron also has an ionization potential smaller than 13.6
eV, so similar to [Si ii] 34.82 μm the [Fe ii] 25.99 μm line
can be strong outside of H ii regions, and in fact is frequently
used as an indicator of shocks from supernova activity (e.g.,
Alonso-Herrero et al. 2003) or AGN via X-ray photoionization
processes (e.g., Knop et al. 2001). In addition, Ne3+ has such
a high ionization potential (∼97 eV) that [Ne v] 14.32 μm
in galactic nuclei is only observed in AGN (Satyapal et al.
2007); ∼55 eV are necessary to create O3+, so [O IV] 25.89
μm is also frequently used as a tracer of AGN (see Lutz et al.
1998; Genzel et al. 1998). The ionization potentials needed to
create the species for each fine structure line are provided in
Table 2. The unusual mid-infrared spectrum of the NGC 1377
nucleus is described as a heavily dust-obscured nascent starburst
in Roussel et al. (2007). Comparing the nuclear and extranuclear
spectra, there is one broad generalization that immediately
catches the eye: the proportion of spectra with large line-to-
continuum ratios is higher for the extranuclear regions than
for the nuclei. This general result is expected, though, since
the extranuclear targets are primarily actively forming stars,
whereas the SINGS nuclei have more luminous continuum
levels and are far more diverse, spanning a larger range in star
formation activity and hosting varying levels of AGN activity
(Section 2). The same tendency for nuclei to have lower line-to-
continuum ratios than disk H ii regions is also seen in optical
spectra (e.g., Kennicutt et al. 1989).
4.2. Radiation Field Hardness and Oxygen Abundance
The hardness of the interstellar radiation field is influenced
by several factors, including the age of the stellar population
producing the bulk of the light, the characteristic metallicity of
the environment, and the properties of the AGN’s accretion
disk when a massive central black hole is present. In this
section, the radiation field hardness is explored as a function
of metal abundance. The oxygen abundances utilized in this
work are from Moustakas et al. (2009), who have coupled
new optical spectroscopic data with archival optical emission
line measurements from 570 SINGS H ii regions to derive
abundances and radial abundance gradients for most SINGS
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Figure 2. High-resolution spectra for the SINGS nuclear and extranuclear targets. The Short-High data span 10–19 μm, while the Long-High data cover 19–37 μm.
Note that the y-axis scalings differ for the left-hand and right-hand columns of spectra.
(An extended color figure set of this figure is available in the online journal.)
galaxies. The abundances used for the extranuclear sources are
computed from their (deprojected) radial distances and parent
galaxy radial abundance gradients. The abundances used for the
nuclear sources are the “characteristic” abundances at a radial
position of 40% of the optical radius, 0.4R25, a definition which
avoids issues related to AGN contamination. The characteristic
abundance is representative of the mean, optical-luminosity-
weighted oxygen abundance of each galaxy. The strong-line
calibration of Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004) is adopted for the
abundances in this work.
Several emission line and PAH diagnostics were presented in
Dale et al. (2006) based on a subset (about half) of the SINGS
high-resolution spectral database. Figure 4 shows another emis-
sion line ratio diagram, using the entire SINGS high-resolution
spectral database: [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm ratio
as a function of the gas-phase oxygen abundance (see Verma
et al. 2003 for a similar analysis using ISO data). The [Ne iii]
15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm ratio is considered an indicator of
the hardness of the interstellar radiation field (e.g., Thornley
et al. 2000; Madden et al. 2006; Beira˜o et al. 2008; Gordon
et al. 2008). Perhaps the most important result from Figure 4
is that star-forming nuclear and extranuclear targets show the
same general trend: harder radiation fields for lower metal
abundance environments, consistent with prior optical studies
(e.g., Searle 1971). This trend spans a factor of 150 in [Ne iii]
15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm and a factor of 10 in metallicity.
Theoretical predictions from photoionization models are super-
posed onto the data displayed in the right-hand panel of Figure 4.
The models assume an 8 Myr continuous Starburst99 (Leitherer
et al. 1999) star formation scenario for an electron density of
350 cm−3. In order from lowest to highest, the models overlaid
correspond to q = Uc = 2 × 107, 4 × 107, 8 × 107, 1.5 × 108,
and 3×108 cm s−1, where the ionization parameter U is defined
as the ionizing photon flux per unit area normalized to the gas
number density:
U = QH/(4πr2nc), (2)
with QH representing the number of ionizing photons−1, n the
gas number density, and r the separation between illumination
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Figure 2. (Continued)
source and cloud. This range of photoionization models does
a fair job of bracketing the observed trend in radiation hard-
ness and metallicity for star-forming regions. The metallicity of
galaxies with AGN, on the other hand, empirically plays little
role in the radiation field hardness. Rather, the radiation field
hardness for AGN systems likely depends more on the tem-
perature distribution within the X-ray emitting accretion disk,
contributions from nonthermal processes such as synchrotron
radiation, and the AGN/star formation luminosity ratio within
our apertures.
Star-forming regions show a larger dynamic range than the
LINER/Seyfert regions in radiation field hardness (a factor of
150 versus a factor of 30 in [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81
μm); the radiation field hardness in the two populations reaches
down to a similar lower bound, but ranges to substantially
higher values for the lowest-metallicity star-forming regions.
In a Spitzer/IRS study of eight classical AGN, Weedman et al.
(2005) find a similar range in [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81
μm, with ratios spanning a range from ∼0.17 to 1.9. Assum-
ing that our catch-all term “AGN” is comprised of both LIN-
ERs and Seyferts, it is somewhat surprising that star-forming
regions show a much larger hardness range than AGN since
LINERs are known to have ionization parameters an order of
magnitude lower than Seyferts (e.g., Ho et al. 2003 and refer-
ences therein). In addition to the lack of dependence of radia-
tion hardness on metallicity, presumably SINGS AGN do not
exhibit extremely large [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm ra-
tios partly due to a larger fraction of neon residing in ionization
states higher than Ne2+. This interpretation is anecdotally sup-
ported by the detection rate of [Ne V] 14.32 μm in the SINGS
sample: [Ne V] 14.32 μm is detected in four of 35 AGNs but in
none of the 120 star-forming targets. For comparison Weedman
et al. (2005) detect [Ne V] 14.32 μm in four of eight AGNs
studied.
Though the lowest-metallicity star-forming sources exhibit
the hardest radiation fields, and despite the fact that a substantial
portion of the neon in AGN may reside in ionization states
higher than Ne2+, overall the AGN show larger average [Ne iii]
15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm ratios (see also Madden et al.
2006; Kaneda et al 2008). Statistically, the extranuclear and
star-forming nuclear regions exhibit a median and dispersion
in [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm of 0.28 and 0.49 dex,
respectively, whereas the AGN show a median of 0.53 and a
spread of 0.38 dex in the ionized neon ratio. Furthermore, note
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Figure 2. (Continued)
that for supersolar metallicity systems (12 + log(O/H)  9.0
for the Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004) strong-line calibration),
the average hardness of the radiation field is conspicuously
more elevated for AGN than for star-forming regions. For the
region defined by 12 + log(O/H)  9.0, AGN cluster mainly
between 0.04 and 2 in the ratio [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii]
12.81 μm whereas the star-forming regions group between
0.006 and 0.04. The ability to distinguish between AGN and
star formation using a [Ne iii]/[Ne ii] hardness indicator, at
least for metal-rich environments, is consistent with theoretical
expectations (e.g., Figure 6(g) of Spinoglio & Malkan 1992;
Section 3.2.3 of Voit 1992).
4.3. O iv/Ne ii and PAH Strength
Studies of AGN, starbursting galaxies, and ultraluminous
infrared galaxies with ISO showed that ratios of high ionization-
to-low ionization lines could separate AGN-dominated systems
from systems powered by star formation (e.g., Genzel et al.
1998; Sturm et al. 2002; Peeters et al. 2004). When such ratios
are plotted as a function of PAH strength, the separation is
accentuated. Figure 5 displays this type of diagram for SINGS
targets based on Spitzer spectroscopy. The SINGS sample does
not contain luminous infrared galaxies (LFIR  1011L) or
ultraluminous infrared galaxies (LFIR  1012L), and probes
relatively faint dwarf galaxies and individual H ii regions.
Nevertheless, these mid-infrared diagnostics for the relatively
lower luminosity SINGS sample show a separation between
AGN and star-forming regions similar to that seen for higher
luminosity targets.
4.4. Fe ii/Ne ii and Si ii/S iii
Figure 6 shows [Fe ii] 25.99 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm as a
function of [Si ii] 34.82 μm/[S iii] 33.48 μm. This line ratio
combination shows a strong correlation, and more strikingly,
a clear separation between star-forming and AGN regions.
To understand the correlation as well as the separation, it is
instructive to review the similarities in the two line ratios.
The numerators utilize Si and Fe, refractory elements that
provide two of the main building blocks for dust grains (Draine
2003). Both numerators involve species with similar ionization
potentials (∼8 eV) that are below one Rydberg, whereas the
denominators involve species with ionization potentials of 22–
23 eV; Fe+ and Si+ can emit from outside of H ii regions while
Ne+ and S2+ emit from within H ii regions.
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One possibility for the AGN/star-forming separation in
Figure 6 involves the extent to which Si and Fe are depleted
onto dust grains. Perhaps the hard radiation fields concomitant
with AGN provide enough sufficiently energetic photons such
that photodesorption returns a large number of Si and Fe atoms
from the surfaces of dust grains back to the gas phase of the
interstellar medium. In addition, AGNs are able to heat dust to
very high temperatures out to large radii, potentially leading to
thermal sublimation of interstellar grains, or it’s possible that
the dense environment leads to enhanced grain erosion through
sputtering or even shattering (see Draine 2003 for a review).
Thus the liberation of dust grain constituents, as indicated by
gas phase Fe and Si lines, may be enhanced for active galaxies.
A difficulty with this interpretation is that Si and Fe can also be
returned to the gas phase via shocks associated with individual
supernovae or with starburst-driven superwinds, or even mergers
(Forbes & Ward 1993; Alonso-Herrero et al. 2003; O’Halloran
et al. 2006; Armus et al. 2006; Armus et al. 2007), so it’s unclear
whether the level of Si and Fe depletion is the dominant factor
for the AGN/star-forming separation observed in Figure 6.
Another interpretation for the observed separation in
Figure 6 relies on X-ray photoionization processes associated
with AGN (e.g., Knop et al. 2001). According to predictions
from X-ray dissociation models (e.g., Maloney et al. 1996),
very energetic (keV) photons are able to travel large distances
through the interstellar medium due to their small cross sections
to absorption. Once these energetic photons finally are absorbed
and deposit their energy into the interstellar medium, a large,
low ionization volume is produced via a slew of secondary ion-
izations. Along with several prominent ultraviolet and optical
emission lines (e.g., Lyα, [O i] 6300 Å, [C i] 9823, 9850 Å), a
few infrared emission lines are predicted to be particularly bright
from X-ray dissociation regions, including [O i] 63.18 μm,
[Si ii] 34.82 μm, [Fe ii] 25.99 μm, [O i] 145.5, and [C ii]
157.7 μm. Observations support this scenario of bright XDR
lines for AGN-like environments (Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987;
Armus et al. 1989; Veilleux 1991; Spinoglio & Malkan 1992;
Osterbrock 1993; Dale et al. 2004). Compared to sites of star
formation, a smaller fraction of the energy budget in XDRs
results in nebular line emission such as [Ne ii] 12.81 μm
and [S iii] 33.48 μm. The observed range of [Fe ii] 25.99
μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm for AGN can be recovered for some X-
ray dissociation models (e.g., Maloney 1999; P. Maloney 2008,
private communication), but the unknown Si and Fe depletion
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factors and ionization parameters complicate any model-based
conclusions.
A third explanation for the unusually high proportion of [Si ii]
34.82 μm and [Fe ii] 25.99 μm emission for AGN environments
is based on interstellar density. Theoretical models show that
the ratios [Si ii](PDR)/[Si ii](H ii), [Fe ii](PDR)/[Fe ii](H ii),
[Si ii](XDR)/[Si ii](PDR), and [Fe ii](XDR)/[Fe ii](PDR) in-
crease with increasing density (Kaufman et al. 2006; Meijerink
& Spaans 2005). So if the mid-infrared line-emitting gas in
AGN is typically more dense than found in starbursts and nor-
mal galaxies, this could lead to the observed enhancement in
[Si ii] 34.82 μm and [Fe ii] 25.99 μm emission. As will be
shown in Section 4.5, there is no evidence that the H ii regions
within apertures centered on AGN are significantly more dense
compared to sites dominated by star formation, even when the
extraction apertures are shrunk by a factor of three to four in
area. It is conceivable that the bulk of the mid-infrared emitting
regions associated with these AGN may be far more compact
than our apertures, but we can at least report that the use of
apertures three to four times smaller results in no significant
change in Figure 6.
The above interpretations focus on the emission from Si and
Fe, but it is also possible that the trends observed in Figure 6
are governed by the line emission mechanisms responsible
for the normalizations in these line ratios. For example, the
separation between AGN and star-forming regions holds when
either of the two normalizations in Figure 6 are replaced
by a third nebular line with a similar ∼23 eV ionization
potential: [S iii] 18.71 μm. Furthermore, the distribution in
Figure 6 hints that extranuclear regions, presumably more
representative of “pure” H II regions, slightly separate from the
star-forming nuclei, further supporting the notion that nebular
lines drive the correlation. In addition, many AGN show a
higher fraction of elements residing in highly ionized states
(Section 4.2); relatively weak low-ionization emission in AGN
can drive these ratios to higher values than seen in star-forming
regions.
Consistent with this picture is the finding by O’Halloran et al.
(2006) of relatively large ratios of [Fe ii] 25.99 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81
μm for very low metal abundance systems. The hard radiation
fields for such systems (Section 4.2) expend comparatively
more of their radiative energy on producing higher ionization
lines such as [Ne iii] 15.56 μm and less on relatively lower
ionization lines like [Ne ii] 12.81 μm. It is also possible that low-
metallicity regions have lower Fe depletion rates onto grains. In
this narrow sense low-metallicity systems are observationally
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similar to AGN, and show relatively large ratios of [Fe ii] 25.99
μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm. Note that the SINGS targets with the
lowest metallicities do not appear in Figures 4 and 6 since
they were either not observed with the IRS high-resolution
spectrometer (e.g., M81 Dwarf A, M81 Dwarf B, IC 2574,
DDO 154, NGC 6822, Holmberg I, and Holmberg II) or were
not detected in these lines (e.g., Holmberg IX, DDO 053, DDO
165, NGC 5408, and NGC 5474).
4.5. Interstellar Density
Figure 7 shows the distribution of nebular electron densities
as determined by the line ratio [S iii] 18.71 μm/[S iii] 33.48
μm (see the top axis of the figure; Martı´n-Herna´ndez et al.
2002). The average density is calculated using electron collision
strengths from Tayal & Gupta (1999). The effects of differential
extinction at these mid-infrared wavelengths have not been
included in this calculation, but the internal extinction for
SINGS galaxies at these wavelengths is negligible (Dale et al.
2006; Prescott et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2007a), except for NGC
1377 which does not appear in Figure 7 since neither sulfur line
is securely detected (Roussel et al. 2006). Though the SINGS
sample exhibits a wide range in interstellar electron densities, the
average values for the three different environments are similar.
The median densities for star-forming nuclear, extranuclear, and
AGN regions are respectively 270, 380, and 280 cm−3. The lack
of significant differences in average density between different
environments could be partly attributable to the ∼kiloparsec
scales sampled by our apertures—each aperture presumably
captures emission from both H ii and photodissociation regions,
in addition to the emission from the accretion disks for some
apertures (e.g., Dudik et al. 2007). To investigate this possibility
we have re-extracted the spectra over ∼11′′ × 9′′ apertures. Over
these smaller apertures, which cover ∼29% of the area spanned
by the ∼23′′×15′′ apertures, the median inferred densities are
60%–70% larger, or 460, 600, and 460 cm−3 for star-forming
nuclear, extranuclear, and AGN regions, respectively. Due to the
diffraction limitations of the telescope we cannot meaningfully
take this type of comparison to smaller spatial scales, but on the
relatively small scales probed here the different environments
retain their density similarities.
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Table 2
Nuclear and Extranuclear Emission Line Fluxes: Ionic Forbidden
Target [S iv] [Ne ii] [Ne v] [Ne iii] [S iii] [O iv] [Fe ii] [S iii] [Si ii]
10.51 μm 12.81 μm 14.32 μm 15.56 μm 18.71 μm 25.89 μm 25.99 μm 33.48 μm 34.82 μm
34.8 eV 21.6 eV 97.1 eV 41.0 eV 23.3 eV 54.9 eV 7.9 eV 23.3 eV 8.2 eV
NGC 0024 < 0.82 3.84 ±0.49 < 1.09 1.64 ±0.50 1.72 ±0.80 < 0.52 < 0.28 2.56 ±0.39 3.94 ±0.29
NGC 0337 1.93 ±0.78 23.13 ±0.50 < 0.91 9.90 ±0.37 15.70 ±0.92 < 0.60 1.13 ±0.24 24.76 ±0.75 25.90 ±0.59
NGC 0584 < 1.15 < 1.09 < 1.14 2.10 ±0.64 1.20 ±0.45 < 0.37 < 0.57 < 0.90 1.62 ±0.43
NGC 0628 < 2.17 7.69 ±0.43 < 1.23 < 1.17 3.11 ±0.59 < 0.47 < 0.21 4.98 ±0.42 7.58 ±0.58
NGC 0855 2.51 ±0.31 6.82 ±0.51 < 0.89 < 1.23 9.26 ±0.54 < 0.49 < 0.81 10.67 ±0.52 9.93 ±0.52
NGC 0925 < 2.03 12.80 ±0.70 < 1.25 6.29 ±0.58 5.80 ±0.87 < 0.45 0.68 ±0.21 11.19 ±0.37 12.46 ±0.49
NGC 1097b < 3.66 295.78 ±5.89 < 1.00 25.08 ±0.92 77.09 ±0.92 2.61 ±0.46 13.77 ±1.40 119.01 ±2.65 280.39 ±3.05
NGC 1266 < 2.22 35.74 ±1.20 < 1.13 11.90 ±0.55 1.47 ±0.54 < 1.75 3.75 ±1.14 4.99 ±0.58 19.87 ±3.58
NGC 1291 < 2.08 6.45 ±0.72 < 1.06 8.89 ±0.50 3.35 ±0.68 1.75 ±0.31 1.55 ±0.25 3.84 ±0.67 10.70 ±0.51
NGC 1316 < 2.09 15.70 ±1.18 < 0.75 13.43 ±0.47 3.14 ±0.60 3.16 ±0.18 3.91 ±0.27 3.91 ±0.83 14.87 ±0.78
Notes
Fluxes and their statistical uncertainties are listed in units of 10−9 W m−2 sr−1. Calibration uncertainties are an additional ∼25%. The 3σ upper limits
are provided for nondetections in several key lines. The nuclear targets are listed first followed by the extranuclear targets.
The nuclei for eight SINGS galaxies are not listed in this table. No high-resolution infrared spectral data were taken for the optical centers of Holmberg i, Holmberg
ii, M 81 Dwarf A, M 81 Dwarf B, IC 2574, DDO 154, NGC 3034 (M 82), and NGC 6822.
aThe infrared emission peaks outside of the field of view of the nuclear spectral maps. The infrared center was thus observed as an extranuclear target, and the data
from those observations are listed further down the table.
bThe Short-High maps are 45′′× 33′′ instead of the standard ∼23′′ × 15′′.
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form in the online journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.)
Figure 3. Closeup views of several emission features for the nucleus of NGC
5194.
5. SUMMARY
The SINGS sample of 75 galaxies and 88 extranuclear
regions covers a broad swath of the extragalactic environ-
ments found in the local universe. Faint low-metallicity sys-
tems, bright starbursting galaxies, quiescent and star-forming
ellipticals, low-luminosity AGN, and “normal” spirals are all
represented in the SINGS sample. Important legacy aspects to
the SINGS project are the comprehensive, uniform databases
of Spitzer imaging and low- and high-resolution spectroscopy,
along with the extensive ancillary ultraviolet, optical, near-
infrared, submillimeter, and radio datasets. This contribution fo-
cuses on the SINGS high-resolution mid-infrared spectroscopy.
Short-High (10–19 μm) and Long-High (19–37 μm) spectra
from matching apertures are presented for the full SINGS sam-
ple of nuclear and extranuclear regions. The majority of aper-
tures are ∼23′′ × 15′′, though 31′′ × 27′′ apertures are utilized
for nine nuclei with extended circumnuclear emission for which
we obtained larger Short-High maps. The fluxes for nine atomic
forbidden and three molecular hydrogen mid-infrared emission
lines are provided in addition to upper limits in several key lines
for infrared-faint targets.
Three mid-infrared line diagnostics present opportunities to
distinguish between star formation and accretion-powered sys-
tems. Using a mid-infrared line diagnostic that involves the
radiation field hardness indicator [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii]
12.81 μm, it is shown that for regions with supersolar abun-
dances of oxygen the [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm ratio
is elevated for AGN. Moreover, and more importantly, metallic-
ity is associated with radiation field hardness for regions pow-
ered by star formation. The observed trend for star-forming
targets matches photoionization models using standard inputs.
The same dependence on metallicity does not hold true for active
galactic nuclei, systems for which the radiation field hardness
is more likely driven by the properties of the resident accretion
disk.
PAH equivalent widths and ratios of mid-infrared high ion-
ization to low ionization lines both help to discriminate between
AGN and star-forming nuclei, a technique first pioneered by ISO
observations of AGN, starbursting, and ultraluminous infrared
galaxies. Lower luminosity SINGS AGN, star-forming nuclei,
and star-forming extranuclear regions follow the same general
trend first seen with ISO.
In a third mid-infrared line diagnostic, the ratios [Fe ii]
25.99 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm and [Si ii] 34.82 μm/[S iii]
33.48μm are smaller for normal star-forming environments than
for AGN. This striking result is presumably due to depressed
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Figure 4. Ratio [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm is displayed as a function of the oxygen abundance, as derived by Moustakas et al. (2009). The abundances
utilize the strong-line calibration of Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004). The right-hand panel excludes the data from AGN. Each extranuclear target is symbolized as an
unfilled (cyan) square, regardless of its parent nucleus classification. The series of dotted lines are predictions from photoionization models (Kewley et al. 2001), and
in ascending order correspond to ionization parameters of q = Uc = 2 × 107, 4 × 107, 8 × 107, 1.5 × 108, and 3 × 108 cm s−1 (see Section 4.2 for details).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Figure 5. Ratio of [O iv] 25.89 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm as a function of the 6.2 μm PAH equivalent width. The lower panel shows only sources with detections for [O iv]
25.89 μm, [Ne ii] 12.81 μm, and the 6.2 μm PAH feature.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
[Ne ii] 12.81 μm and [S iii] 33.48 μm emission, and/or
enhanced [Fe ii] 25.99 μm and [Si ii] 34.82 μm emission for
sites powered by AGN. The former would be due to increased
ionization of the species, and the latter to increased emission
from X-ray dissociation regions, or possibly to decreased
depletion of iron and silicates onto interstellar dust grains in
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Figure 6. Ratio [Fe ii] 25.99 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm is displayed as a function of
the ratio [Si ii] 34.82 μm/[S iii] 33.48 μm.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
AGN-powered environments; Fe and Si atoms are perhaps more
easily liberated from dust grains into the gas phase in the hot
accretion disk environments associated with AGN. However, the
ability to discriminate between AGN and star formation breaks
down for environments with very low metallicities. The hardness
of the radiation fields for systems with low metal abundances
appears to blur the lines between AGN and low-metallicity star
formation, at least in the narrow sense of the line ratios [Fe ii]
25.99 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm, [Si ii] 34.82 μm/[S iii] 33.48 μm,
and [Ne iii] 15.56 μm/[Ne ii] 12.81 μm.
Finally, the ratio of [S iii] 18.71μm/[S iii] 33.48μm indicates
a wide range of interstellar electron densities but the average
value on ∼23′′ × 15′′ (∼11′′×9′′) scales is 300–400 cm−3 (500–
600 cm−3) for star-forming nuclear, star-forming extranuclear,
and AGN environments.
Rajib Ganguly, Brent Groves, and Phil Maloney graciously
helped with comparisons of the data to theoretical mod-
els. We are grateful for the helpful suggestions provided
by the referee. Support for this work, part of the Spitzer
Space Telescope Legacy Science Program, was provided by
NASA through Contract Number 1224769 issued by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology un-
der NASA contract 1407. This research has made use of
the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database which is operated
by JPL/Caltech, under contract with NASA. This publication
makes use of data products from the Two Micron All Sky
Survey, which is a joint project of the University of Mas-
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California Institute of Technology, funded by the National Aero-
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Figure 7. Distribution of nebular electron density as traced by the ratio [S iii] 18.71 μm/[S iii] 33.48 μm using ∼23′′ × 15′′ apertures.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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